The High Caul Cap
A 17-1/4 x 32 Bar Reel for a square 8 hand set.

(16) Opening: **Lead Around & Back.**

(80) Body: **Slipsides, Double Quarter Chain, Interlaces, Stamp & Clap.**
   (16) Couples Slipsides: All the way around to place.
   Head couples go Right, side couples go Left.
   (16) Double Quarter Chain:
   (2) Turn partner by the Right hand.
   (2) Turn corner by the Left hand.
   (4) Turn partner by the Right hand 1-1/2.
   (4) Turn contra corner by the Left hand slowly.
   (4) Turn partner by the Right hand 1-1/2 to place.
   (16) Ladies' Interlace.
   (16) Men's Interlace.
   (16) Stamp & Clap (Stamp, stamp, clap, clap, clap).
   (4) Stamp & Clap twice with partner.
   (4) Slipsides with partner, reforming the set on the corners.
   (8) Repeat to place, but Stamp & Clap with contra corner.

(64) 1st Figure: **Slipsides into the center.**
   1st then 2nd, 3rd and 4th couples.
   (8) Couple Slipsides into the center and back.
   (4) Active couple faces each other, take Right hands and
   sidestep into the center of the set. Set.
   (4) Repeat back to place.
   (4) Active couple turns by the Right once around, separate, go
   around their own corners and return home.
   (4) Active couple turns once in place, meanwhile the next couple
   joins the turn. All join the turn the last time as the 4s
   turn.

(80) Body: **Slipsides, Double Quarter Chain, Interlaces, Stamp & Clap.**
2nd Figure: **MF** (most fun): 1st then 2nd, 3rd and 4th couples lead.

(2) Leading couple splits opposite couple and rolls around them (man around the lady, lady around the man). Quick! Meanwhile the opposite couple separates, comes forward, comes together sideways and backs up. Quick! Both couples dance forward just barely enough to pass. Any more slows down the figure too much.

(4) All 4 do a Right Hand Star once around (take partner's hand) and turn partner to home place.

(8) Men's Chain.

(8) Around the House.

(80) Body: **Slipsides, Double Quarter Chain, Interlaces, Stamp & Clap.**

3rd Figure: **Grand Ladies' Chain, Grand Around the House.**

(80) Body: **Slipsides, Double Quarter Chain, Interlaces, Stamp & Clap.**

(40) Closing: **Bend the Ring & Circle, Lead Around** to place.
Caller's Notes for The High Caul Cap:

(16) Opening: Lead Around & Back.

(80) Body: Slipsides, Double Quarter Chain, Interlaces, Stamp & Clap.

(64) 1st Figure: Slipsides into the center.

(80) Body: Slipsides, Double Quarter Chain, Interlaces, Stamp & Clap.

(96) 2nd Figure: MF (Most fun).

(80) Body: Slipsides, Double Quarter Chain, Interlaces, Stamp & Clap.

(16) 3rd Figure: Grand Ladies' Chain, Grand Around the House.

(80) Body: Slipsides, Double Quarter Chain, Interlaces, Stamp & Clap.

(40) Closing: Bend the Ring & Circle, Lead Around to place.